
 

 

 

Good morning Herons.  Yesterday we were telling the time using an analogue clock, today we 

are moving on to the digital clock (the one with just numbers and a colon in between, e.g. 

10:20) and also looking at the 24 hour clock (because remember, there are 24 hours in a day!). 

First of all, as a reminder, please watch this fun video song: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6RNkQ7lU8Y 

Do you see the link between analogue and digital clocks? 

This analogue clock shows that 15 minutes (or quarter of an hour) have 

passed since 8 o’clock, so the digital time would be 8:15. 

This analogue clock shows that 50 minutes have passed since it was 3 

o’clock, so the digital time would be 3:50. 

What are these digital times? 
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Answers: 9:30, 9:45, 11:20 & 12:55. 

You just need to remember to look at what the last o’clock was, and see how many minutes 

have passed since it was that o’clock! 

BUT!!! Can you remember how you tell if it is morning (am) or afternoon/evening (pm)? 

Remember: Between 12 o’clock midnight and 12 o’clock midday, it is MORNING, or a.m. 

Between 12 o’clock midday and 12 o’clock midnight, it is AFTERNOON and     

EVENING, or p.m. 

We can also show this on the digital clock using all of the 24 hours. 

Have a look at the Tuesday Maths PowerPoint for more information on the 24 hour clock. 

For today’s task 1, I have split the objectives as follows: 

HOT – Converting analogue to digital 

HOTTER and HOTTEST – Converting analogue and digital 12 hour to 24 hours 

Start where you feel confident and see how far you can get. 

Time is a tricky concept, and you don’t have to be a super confident mathematician to be good 

at telling the time.  Likewise, being a super confident mathematician doesn’t mean you will find 

telling the time easy!  This is something that your grown-ups can really help you with.  Ask 

them to get you to tell the time at different points through the day… practise makes perfect! 
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HOTTER and HOTTEST 

This is on a separate document: Tuesday Maths HOTTER HOTTEST Telling the time 12 hour 

and 24 hour matching cards. 

There are different sets of cards to cut out and match up, choose the set that you are happy 

with. 

 

 

 

 

TASK 2 HOT, HOTTER & HOTTEST 

In your maths books, could you make a diary/timeline of your typical lockdown day, using the 

24 hour digital clock if possible.  For example: 

07:00 – My alarm clock goes off 

07:15 – I have breakfast 

08:00 – I get dressed, brush my teeth, make my bed and tidy my bedroom. 

09:00 – Joe Wicks exercises. 

And so on. 

You could draw a table to put the information in and/or you could draw pictures. 

 

 

CHALLENGE: Can you tell me the DURATION of some of your daily activities?  That means 

how long it takes.  E.g. It takes me 45 minutes to have breakfast (Because I start it at 07:15 

and I get dressed at 08:00) 
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HOT ANSWERS 

 

 

                                                                                      CHALLENGE 2 ANSWER 


